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FNC’s Collateral Management System
(CMS ®) communicates with your loan
origination, automated underwriting,
and risk management systems to help
you more effectively manage the many,
minute details associated with the collateral servicing or backing a loan.
The CMS converts appraisal information to easily managed data, which is
then screened for compliance and risk
by FNC’s GAAR® (Generally Accepted
Appraisal Rules™). Only appraisals with
potential problems are flagged for manual review, significantly improving the
efficiency of your human resources.
After funding, the CMS stores your collateral data for easy future analysis and
can track the performance of your vendors who did the work. Appraisal reports
and lender-vendor communications are
transmitted safely and securely within
the system’s framework; the CMS even
keeps a record of messages for future reference, which eliminates confusion and

misunderstandings. Concise reports provide performance metrics on both internal processes and external vendors, making your business more productive.
The entire process—procurement, delivery, review, and billing—is seamlessly
controlled throughout the mortgage
enterprise from Origination to Capital
Markets.

For Retail
P r o d u c e a c c u r a te l o a n a p p r ova l s
faster than your non-CMS competitors. You can quickly judge the quality
of each appraiser among thousands,
place an order, and reassign the order
if it’s rejected. Receive the completed
appraisal within the secure CMS platform and then review it to determine if
additional services are needed. The CMS
is your vendor manager, controlling the
whole process while helping to ensure
vendor independence.

For Wholesale
Instantly assess the quality and value of appraisals submitted for pre-funding
approval. CMS gives you the timely turnarounds you need without sacrificing
a detailed, in-depth review. It’s the most efficient pre-funding review process
possible—fulfill more orders in less time.

For Vendor Management
CMS automatically determines the proper service type and assigns orders
from your appraiser pools nationwide—perfect for vendor managers who
need to control expenses and justify profits. CMS provides quick, quality
appraisal service in a timely manner at a reasonable cost. Additionally, the
CMS monitors quality control and appraisal review.
Now, more than ever, mortgage industry professionals need the collateral
transparency that CMS offers: access to clear, comprehensive, and correct
subject property details throughout the life of the loan. Begin to enjoy the efficiency of CMS today.
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